Abstract The continuous generation of new neurons and glial cells in the adult hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) represents an important form of adult neuroplasticity, involved in normal brain function and behavior but also associated with the etiopathogenesis and treatment of psychiatric disorders. Despite the large number of studies addressing cell genesis along the septotemporal axis, data on the anatomical gradients of cytogenesis along the DG transverse axis is scarce, especially after exposure to stress. As such, in this study we characterized both basal proliferation and survival of adult-born neural cells along the transverse axis of the rat dorsal DG, and after stress exposure. In basal conditions, both proliferating cells and newborn neurons and glial cells were preferentially located at the subgranular zone and suprapyramidal blade.
Introduction
In the adult rat hippocampus, the generation of new neurons and glial cells occurs from neural stem cells (NSCs) located in the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus (DG) , between the granule cell layer (GCL) and the hilus (Ming and Song 2011; Patricio et al. 2013) . The processes of neuro or gliogenesis encompass several steps, from the proliferation of progenitor cells to the maturation of the newly generated cells and the establishment of appropriate synaptic contacts that culminate with their integration on the pre-existing network (Patricio et al. 2013) . New hippocampal neurons start receiving synaptic inputs (Esposito et al. 2005; Overstreet Wadiche et al. 2005 ) and establish synapses with Cornus Ammonis 3 (CA3) pyramidal neurons during the first weeks after birth (Faulkner et al. 2008; Toni et al. 2008) . Interestingly, immature adult-born neurons, namely at 4 weeks of age, display distinct properties from their mature counterparts. These include heightened synaptic plasticity (Gu et al. 2012 ) that may confer an advantage in the competition for synaptic connections (Tashiro et al. 2006; Toni et al. 2007 ) and allow these adult-born neurons to especially contribute to information processing during this period (Gu et al. 2012; Ming and Song 2011) . After a maturation phase, around 4-8 weeks after birth, adult-born neurons present electrophysiological properties comparable to mature neurons . Interestingly, these adult-born neurons have been proposed to participate in stress response (Snyder et al. 2011) , antidepressants' actions (Alves et al. 2017; Miller and Hen 2015) and in diverse cognitive tasks, including pattern separation (Aimone et al. 2011) , contextual and spatial memory ) and memory consolidation (Kitamura et al. 2009 ).
Astrocytes are also generated from NSCs in the adult hippocampal DG. However, the functional relevance of adult-born astrocytes and the regulation of their differentiation process remain largely undetermined (Rajkowska and Miguel-Hidalgo 2007) . Interestingly, the existence of distinct subsets of progenitor cells committed to a glial lineage has been recently proposed (Encinas et al. 2011 (Encinas et al. , 2013 . Resident and fully differentiated hippocampal mature astrocytes are known to play a crucial role in local neuronal activity and function, and to regulate the process of adult neurogenesis through the release of growth and neurotrophic factors (Horner and Palmer 2003; Seri et al. 2001; Song et al. 2002; Ueki et al. 2003) . Astrocytes are also involved in the neural circuit development (Clarke and Barres 2013) and required for neuronal energy supply (Iadecola and Nedergaard 2007; Schousboe and Waagepetersen 2006) .
Importantly, before the integration in the circuitry and along the maturation process, adult-born cells undergo a critical period of selection, in which, by apoptosis, the number of newly born cells significantly decreases within few days (Biebl et al. 2000; Kuhn et al. 2005) . In fact, only a fraction of these cells survive and is able to integrate and establish functional connections.
In light of the functional segregation along the septotemporal axis of the hippocampus, suggesting an association between the dorsal pole to cognitive regulation and ventral to emotional behavior (Fanselow and Dong 2010; Tanti and Belzung 2013; Wu et al. 2015) , it became plausible to expect that adult-born cells generated in the hippocampal DG may present different properties, depending on the location in which they integrate. Furthermore, the DG can be divided across a transverse axis, into the suprapyramidal blade, located between CA1 and CA3, and the infrapyramidal blade on the opposite side of the hilus (Wu et al. 2015) . Previous studies have revealed a dissociation between these two blades, as they differ in their granule cell structure and physiology (Claiborne et al. 1990 ), excitability (Chawla et al. 2005; Ramirez-Amaya et al. 2005) , response to stimulation (Scharfman et al. 2002) and gene expression pattern (Kanatsou et al. 2015) . This heterogeneity suggests that the two blades may differently contribute to hippocampal function. Most likely, the location in which adult-generated cells integrate and establish their contacts within the preexisting DG network may determine their functional significance. Few studies have addressed the gradients of neurogenesis along the transverse axis of the DG under basal conditions, reporting increased neurogenesis in the suprapyramidal blade compared with the infrapyramidal (Ambrogini et al. 2000; Dranovsky et al. 2011; Jinno 2011; Kempermann et al. 2003; RamirezAmaya et al. 2006) .
Chronic stress severely impacts the generation of adultborn cells in the DG, which have been recognized as relevant players in the development and recovery of behavioral deficits, namely cognitive and emotional that underlie several neuropsychiatric disorders (Mateus-Pinheiro et al. 2013a, b; Snyder et al. 2011) . The functional anatomical dissociation along the hippocampus is also reflected in response to these and other stimuli (O'Leary and Cryan 2014; Pinto et al. 2015; Tanti and Belzung 2013) . However, while most studies focusing on the impact of chronic stress in hippocampal cytogenesis have considered the entire DG or discriminated between the dorsal and ventral poles, the structural segregation along its transverse axis has not been explored. Thus, herein we assessed the basal gradients of proliferation and cell survival across the transverse axis of the dorsal DG and after chronic stress exposure.
Materials and methods

Animals
Experiments were conducted in adult male (2-months old) Wistar Han rats (Charles River Laboratories, L'Arbresle, France) housed and kept under standard laboratory conditions: 22 ± 1°C, 55% relative humidity, 12 h light/dark cycle, food and water ad libitum. All procedures were conducted in accordance with EU Directive 2010/63/EU and the Portuguese National Authority for animal experimentation, Direção Geral de Alimentação e Veterinária.
Unpredictable chronic mild stress (uCMS)
Rats were randomly divided into two experimental groups: a group of animals exposed to unpredictable chronic mild stress (uCMS) protocol and another not exposed to uCMS (CTRL). A previously described (Alves et al. 2017; Willner 2005 ) and validated uCMS protocol was applied for a 6-week period. This stress paradigm induces depressive-like behavior, anxiety-like phenotype and cognitive deficits in rats through random and unpredictable exposure to a wide range of different mild stressors. The uCMS protocol included distinct stressors such as confinement to a restricted space for 1 h, placement in a tilted cage (30°) for 3 h, housing on damp bedding for 8 h, removal of sawdust for 3 h, overnight illumination, 15 h of food deprivation followed by exposure to inaccessible food for 1 h, water deprivation for 15 h followed by exposure to an empty bottle for 1 h, exposure to stroboscopic lights during 4 h, replacement of sawdust by cold water (4°C) for 2 h, switch of cagemates for 2 h and reversed light/dark cycle for 48 h, every 7 days.
Ten weeks before the sacrifice, all animals received intraperitoneal injections of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU, 50 mg/kg; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) during 7 consecutive days to label newly generated adult-born cells ( Fig. 1a and 2a ).
Chronic corticosterone administration
In an additional subset of animals, rats (n = 4) received daily subcutaneous injections of synthetic corticosterone (CORT 40 mg/kg, Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in sesame oil for 4 weeks, as previously described (Oliveira et al. 2016; Sousa et al. 1998) . Simultaneously, an additional group (VEH, n = 4) received a daily subcutaneous injection of sesame oil.
All animals received intraperitoneal injections of BrdU (50 mg/kg) during 7 consecutive days, four weeks before the first corticosterone/vehicle injection.
After sacrifice, adrenal glands and thymus were dissected out and weighed. The ratio of adrenal and thymus to body weight was measured to determine their degree of atrophy caused by chronic corticosterone administration (Lee et al. 2016) .
Behavioral analysis
At the end of the uCMS protocol, behavioral tests (n = 8 per group) were performed to evaluate cognitive traits related to hippocampal function. The Morris water maze (MWM) test was applied to evaluate working and spatial reference memory, as well as behavioral flexibility. In addition, the novel object recognition (NOR) test was performed to assess long-term and object location memory.
Morris water maze (MWM) test
The MWM paradigm was performed as previously described (Cerqueira et al. 2007 ). The water maze consisted in a black circular tank (diameter: 170 cm; depth: 50 cm), filled with water (23 ± 1°C; 31 cm of depth) placed in a dimly lit room with extrinsic clues on the surrounding walls. The water tank was divided in four imaginary quadrants and a black escape platform (12 cm diameter; 30 cm high), invisible to rodents, was placed in the center of a quadrant. Trials were video-captured by a video-tracking system (Viewpoint, Champagne au Mont d'Or, France).
Working memory task The working memory task was used to evaluate a cognitive domain that relies on the interplay between hippocampal and prefrontal cortex functions (Cerqueira et al. 2007; Kesner 2000 ). An escape platform was placed in one of the quadrants and there maintained during the four daily trials. The test was performed during four consecutive days, and in each day the platform was repositioned in a different quadrant. The goal of the task was to learn the position of the hidden platform and retain this information along the daily trials. For each trial, rats were placed in the water facing the wall in each of the quadrants (north, east, west or south). A trial was considered concluded when animals reached the platform, within the time limit of 120 s. The escape latency time was recorded for each trial. Performance in this task was also achieved by analyzing the area under the curve (AUC) (Youngblood et al. 1997 ) and the slopes of the linear regressions of the escape latency curves (as a index of the learning capacities) (Drouin et al. 2011 ).
Spatial reference memory task Following the working memory task (days 1-4), spatial reference memory, a hippocampal-dependent function (Morris 1984) was assessed by maintaining the platform in the same quadrant during three consecutive days (days 4-6). Animals were tested in four daily trials, in accordance to the previously described procedure. Escape latency time on days 4-6 was recorded and analyzed. As before, performance in the reference memory task was also determined by the AUC and the learning slope.
Search strategies were defined as previously described (Garthe and Kempermann 2013; Mateus-Pinheiro et al. 2016; Ruediger et al. 2012) . Quantitative analyses and strategy categorization was performed with data collected by the Viewpoint software, using an algorithm for systematized strategy attribution. This was based on the following parameters: (1) For strategy blocks analysis, two blocks of strategies were defined: Block1, comprising the ''non-hippocampaldependent strategies'' (Tt, RS and Sc) and Block2, comprising the ''hippocampal-dependent strategies'' (DS, FS and DSw). Strategy blocks were defined as a sequence of at least three trials with the strategies from the same category. For block lengths, a maximum of two-trial interruptions were tolerated but not counted, e.g., in the following strategies sequence ''DS-DS-FS-DS-Sc-DS-FS-FS'', the block length for Block2 was scored 8, despite the presence of one trial in which the attributed strategy belongs to Block1 (Sc). Independent analysis was performed for CTRL and uCMS animals.
Behavioral flexibility task On day 7, animals were tested in a reverse learning task (a prefrontal cortex-dependent paradigm (de Bruin et al. 1994) ) by positioning the platform into a new (opposite) quadrant. Rats were tested in a four-trial paradigm, as described above, and the time spent swimming in each quadrant was recorded. The percentage of time spent in the new quadrant containing the platform was used as a measure of reversal performance.
Novel object recognition (NOR)
Long-term memory and object location memory was assessed using the NOR test. Rats were first familiarized to the testing arena consisting of a black acrylic box (50 9 50 9 150 cm) with an open-field space, for 8 min, with no objects presentation. On the following day, animals were allowed to freely explore two identical objects for 10 min. One hour later, animals were tested in an object location task for 3 min, where one of the objects was relocated to the opposite corner of the testing arena. Twenty-four hours after the first 10 min trial, animals returned to the arena for 3 min, with one of the objects replaced by a novel one (long-term memory task). The familiar and novel objects differed on size, shape, texture and color. The NOR arena was cleaned with 10% ethanol between trials to avoid odor cues. All sessions were videotaped and the time spent exploring both objects was determined manually. Analysis was conducted blindly. The percentage of time spent exploring the novel/relocated object was used as a measure of long-term/object location memory performance, respectively.
Immunostaining procedures
Animals (n = 3/4 per group) were deeply anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (20%; Eutasil Ò , Sanofi, Gentilly, France) and transcardially perfused with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) followed by cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were removed, post-fixed in 4% PFA, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose overnight, and then embedded in Optimal Cutting Temperature compound (OCT, ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA, USA), snap-frozen and stored at -20°C. Coronal sections (20 lm) containing the dorsal pole of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) were further stained to assess cell proliferation rates and the survival of adult-born neurons and astroglial cells. Sections were double-stained with BrdU (#6326; 1:100; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and NeuN (#AB377, 1:100; Millipore, Temecula, CA, USA) to label mature adult-born neurons or GFAP (#20334, 1:200; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) to label adult-born astrocytes. Cell proliferation rates were determined by the quantification of the total number of ? (#AB9260, 1:300; Millipore) cells per area. Cell nuclei were stained with 4 0 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 1:200; Sigma Aldrich). In addition to the total number of cells per DG, this region was also distinguished along its transverse axis, by determining the density of positive cells individually in the suprapyramidal and infrapyramidal blades. The density of positive cells was also determined in two other DG subregions: the granule cell layer (GCL) and the subgranular zone (SGZ), defined as the three deepest rows of granule cells bordering the hilus (Miller et al. 2013; Silva et al. 2006) .
The density of each cell population in the DG was determined by the ratio of the total number of cells and the respective area. Analysis and cell counting were performed using a confocal microscope (Olympus FluoViewTM FV1000, Hamburg, Germany) and each area was determined using an optical microscope (Olympus BX51). Observers were blind to the experimental condition of each subject. Cell densities are reported as number of cells per mm 2 . To determine the contribution of specific DG areas for structural and functional alterations, we calculated the proportion of immunopositive cells and compared between the DG subregions including supra-vs infrapyramidal blades, GCL vs SGZ, suprapyramidal GCL vs suprapyramidal SGZ, infrapyramidal GCL vs infrapyramidal SGZ, suprapyramidal GCL vs infrapyramidal GCL and suprapyramidal SGZ vs infrapyramidal SGZ. Relative proportions were determined by taking into consideration the densities of immunopositive cells by the corresponding area as follows: density of immunopositive cells in subregion 1 (number of positive cells/corresponding DG area)/ (density of immunopositive cells in the subregion 1 ? density of immunopositive cells in subregion 2). The impact of chronic stress exposure was calculated as fold difference between the density of cells in animals exposed to uCMS and the mean value of cell density of non-stressed animals in each subregion.
RT-PCR measurements
mRNA expression levels of the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (Bdnf) gene were measured by qRT-PCR. Total RNA was isolated from macrodissected DG (n = 4 per group) using the Direct-zol TM RNA MiniPrep (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Obtained RNA (500 ng) was reverse transcribed using qScript cDNA SuperMix (Quanta Biosciences, Gaithersburg, MA, USA). Beta-2-Microglobulin (B2m) was used as internal standard for normalization of the target gene's expression. Oligonucleotide primers for Bdnf (sense: GGACCCTGAGTTCCACCA, antisense: CGTGCTCAAAAGTGTCAGCC) and B2m (sense: GTGCTTGCCATTCAGAAAACTCC, antisense: AGGTGGGTGGAACTGAGACA) were designed using Primer-BLAST software (NCBI). Real-time reactions were performed in a 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) using 59 HOT FIREPol EvaGreen qPCR Mix Plus (ROX) (Solis Biodyne, Tartu, Estonia). The relative expression was calculated using the DDCt method. Results are presented as relative expression to the standard gene.
Corticosterone levels measurement
Serum corticosterone levels were measured in all animals (uCMS protocol: n = 8 per group; corticosterone administration protocol: n = 4 per group) using a commercially available ELISA kit (Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, NY, USA), according to the manufacturer's instructions. Sampling (tail venipuncture) was performed between 8 and 9 a.m., at the end of the stress protocol. Results are expressed as ng of corticosterone per ml of serum.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Animals were randomly assigned to the experimental groups. All presented data satisfied normal distribution in Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing. After confirmation of homogeneity of group variances, data was subjected to the appropriate statistical tests. Student's t test was used for statistical comparisons between experimental groups when appropriate. Analysis of variance repeated measures was used to analyze cognitive learning tasks in the MWM. Descriptive statistical results are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Differences between groups were determined by Bonferroni's post hoc multiple comparison test and statistical significance was set at P \ 0.05.
Results
Proliferating and newborn cells are not evenly distributed along the dorsal hippocampal DG Literature has pinpointed the relevance of dividing the DG structure into distinct subregions (Amaral et al. 2007; Tannenholz et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2015) . In this study, we have focused on the dorsal hippocampal DG, a brain region where new cells are born throughout adult life, to analyze the distribution of proliferating and newly born cells along its transverse axis, in basal conditions (Fig. 1a) . Expectedly, the majority of proliferating cells was located at the SGZ in a proportion of &19:1 to the GCL (Jabes et al. 2010; Nieto-Estevez et al. 2016 ) (P = 0.0001; Fig. 1b ). This was also observed when considering only the suprapyramidal or the infrapyramidal portions (supra: P \ 0.0001; infra: P = 0.005; Fig. 1b) . Moreover, our analysis along the transverse axis of the total dorsal DG revealed a higher proportion of ? cells in the suprapyramidal blade (&3:2) (P = 0.0038; Fig. 1c ). However, considering the subregions SGZ and GCL separately, we did not observe significant differences between the infra-and the suprapyramidal blades (Fig. 1c) .
To assess the distribution of surviving adult-born cells in the DG, animals were injected with the thymidine analog and exogenous S-phase marker, BrdU, 10 weeks prior to sacrifice (Fig. 1a) . Cell fate was determined by co-localization of BrdU ? cells with the marker of neuronal Fig. 1 Regional distribution of proliferation and newborn neural cells in the hippocampal DG in basal conditions. a1 Experimental timeline and BrdU labelling protocol. a2 Representative scheme of the dorsal DG subdivisions considered in the analysis. a3 Representative coronal sections of the rat DG stained for Ki-67 (in red) and DAPI (in blue). a4 Representative confocal image of the DG stained for NeuN (in green), BrdU (in red) and DAPI (in blue) (a5) and staining for GFAP (in green), BrdU (in red) and DAPI (in blue). Scale bars represent 300 and 50 lm, respectively. Quantitative analysis of the regional preference for the location of proliferation cells (b, c), newly born neurons (d, e) and glial cells (f, g) in subregions of the hippocampal dorsal DG. Student's t test. Data represented as mean ± SEM. *P B 0.05, **P B 0.01, ***P B 0.001; n = 3-4 per group. BrdU bromodeoxyuridine, DAPI 4 0 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, NeuN Neuronal nuclei, GFAP Glial fibrillary acidic protein, SUPRA suprapyramidal blade, INFRA infrapyramidal blade, SGZ subgranular zone, GCL granule cell layer maturation, NeuN or with the astroglial cell marker, GFAP ( Fig. 1d-g; Tables 1, 2) . Interestingly, most adult-born neurons were located in the SGZ compared to the GCL (&9:1; P = 0.0007; Fig. 1d ). The same tendency was observed for adult-born astroglial cells (Fig. 1f) . Additionally, newborn neurons were mostly found at the suprapyramidal blade, although only reaching significant differences in the GCL (P = 0.0012; Fig. 1e ). No significant differences were found, in the distribution of astroglial newborn cells, between the infra-and suprapyramidal blades (Fig. 1g) .
Chronic stress induces cognitive deficits in hippocampal-dependent tasks
Chronic stress is one of the most widely studied stimuli known to produce behavioral and neuroplastic deficits in several brain regions. As previously described (Smith et al. 1995; Tsankova et al. 2006 ) chronically stressed animals presented increased serum corticosterone levels (P = 0.0199, Fig. 2b ) and decreased Bdnf gene expression levels in the hippocampal DG when compared to CTRL animals (P = 0.0490, Fig. 2c ). The impact of the uCMS protocol exposure was also evaluated on hippocampal-dependent functions, specifically in cognitive tasks (Fig. 2d-j ). Chronic stress exposure impaired long-term and object location memory in the NOR test, as denoted by a decreased exploration of the novel (P \ 0.0001, Fig. 2d ) and of the relocated object (P = 0.0465, Fig. 2e ), respectively. Performance in working and reference memory tasks was evaluated in the MWM test. Despite no observed impact of uCMS in working memory (Supp. Figure 1) , stressed animals presented significant impairments in the reference memory task, particularly evident in the second day of the test (day 2: P = 0.0365, Fig. 2f ). These deficits were further corroborated by significant alterations in the AUC latency (P = 0.0021, Fig. 2f ). Importantly, uCMSexposed animals presented a delayed transition from nonhippocampal-dependent strategies (Block 1) to hippocampal-dependent strategies (Block 2) (CTRL: P = 0.0096; uCMS: P = 0.0118, Fig. 2h-j ) in the reference memory task of the MWM. Animals subjected to uCMS also presented deficits in the behavioral flexibility task (P = 0.0001, Fig. 2g ).
uCMS evenly decreases proliferation in the dorsal DG subregions
We next assessed the impact of chronic stress exposure in the cytogenic process in dorsal DG subregions (Fig. 3a-c , Data are presented as mean ± SEM Supp. Figures 2-4) . As previously described (Bessa et al. 2009; Nollet et al. 2012) , uCMS decreased the total number of proliferating Ki-67 ? cells in the DG (P = 0.0261, Fig. 3a) . Considering the DG transverse axis, uCMS reduced the number of ? cells in both supra-and infrapyramidal blades of the total DG (supra DG: P = 0.0495; infra DG: P = 0.0439, Fig. 3a ). In addition, chronic stress significantly decreased the number of proliferating cells in both the SGZ and GCL subdivisions (SGZ: P = 0.0353; GCL: P = 0.0387, Fig. 3a , Supp. Figure 2 ).
Chronic stress impacts the survival of adult-born neurons particularly in the suprapyramidal blade of the DG To assess the impact of the 6-week uCMS protocol in the survival of adult-born neurons in the DG, animals were injected with BrdU, 4 weeks prior to stress exposure, to label newborn cells (Fig. 2a) . The number of double-labeled NeuN ? BrdU ? cells was assessed in the dorsal DG subregions (Fig. 3b, Supp. Figure 3) . As expected, uCMS decreased the overall survival of adult-born neurons in the Fig. 2 Chronic stress exposure induces deficits in hippocampal function-related cognitive behaviors. a Schematic representation of the experimental timeline. b Animals exposed to uCMS presented elevated basal corticosterone levels in the blood serum, measured between 8 a.m and 9 a.m, at the end of the uCMS protocol. c Exposure to uCMS also decreased the levels of Bdnf, a neuroplasticity-related protein, in the dorsal hippocampal DG. d, e uCMS negatively affects long-term and object location memory assessed in the NOR test. f-j Exposure to uCMS produces deficits in reference memory (f) and behavioral flexibility (g), in the MWM test. h Schematic representation and color code for strategies in the reference task of the MWM. uCMS exposure delays the transition from non-hippocampal-dependent to hippocampal-dependent strategies (i, j). *The effect of uCMS analyzed by Student's t test. Analysis of variance repeated measures was used to analyze cognitive learning task performance. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *P B 0.05, **P B 0.01, ***P B 0.001; n = 3-8 per group. BrdU bromodeoxyuridine, uCMS unpredictable chronic mild stress protocol, MWM Morris water maze, NOR Novel object recognition, CTRL nonstressed animals, Bdnf brain-derived neurotrophic factor, AUC area under the curve hippocampal DG (P = 0.0308, Fig. 3b) . Interestingly, uCMS specifically affected the survival of adult-born neurons in the suprapyramidal but not in the DG infrapyramidal blade (supra DG: P = 0.0019, infra DG: P = 0.4918, Fig. 3b ). As such, while CTRL animals present a preferential distribution of NeuN ? BrdU ? cells in the suprapyramidal blade (&7:3), animals exposed to uCMS, present a preferential survival of cells in the infrapyramidal blade (&1:3, P = 0.0257). Additionally, we could not disclose statistically significant changes induced by chronic stress in the SGZ and GCL regions (SGZ: P = 0.1507; GCL: P = 0.4874, Fig. 3b ). Of notice, a 4-weeks period of administration with corticosterone (40 mg/kg), other chronic stress paradigm, promotes a significant increase in Fig. 3 Chronic stress exposure affects the distribution of proliferating progenitor cells and survival across hippocampal DG subregions. a uCMS promoted a decrease in ? proliferating cells in all considered DG subregions. b Analysis of adult-born neurons, identified as NeuN 
BrdU
? cells, revealed that exposure to uCMS leads to an overall decrease in the number of surviving adult-born neurons in the whole dorsal DG and in the suprapyramidal blade. c Analysis of the number of GFAP ?
? cells showed an overall decrease in the number of survived astroglial cells, not observed when considering their subregions. d Schematic representation of the DG and the considered subregions. Cell distributions across dorsal DG subregions and the impact of uCMS in the number of ? (e), NeuN ? BrdU ? (f), and GFAP ? BrdU ? (g) in the DG. *The effect of uCMS analyzed by Student's t test. a-c Data are presented as mean ± SEM. Fold change relative to the CTRL group. *P B 0.05, **P B 0.01, ***P B 0.001; n = 3-4 per group. CTRL non-stressed animals, SUPRA suprapyramidal blade, INFRA infrapyramidal blade, SGZ subgranular zone, GCL granule cell layer, BrdU bromodeoxyuridine, NeuN neuronal nuclei, GFAP glial fibrillary acidic protein, uCMS unpredictable chronic mild stress protocol Brain Struct Funct (2018) 223:415-428 423 the plasma corticosterone levels (P = 0.0043) and peripheral alterations including adrenals (P = 0.0267) and thymus atrophy (P = 0.0143); however, it did not impact on the survival of adult-born neurons in the hippocampal DG (Supp. Figure 4) .
uCMS decreases the survival of adult-born astroglial cells in the DG in a non-subregion-specific manner Finally, we assessed the impact of uCMS in the survival of adult-born astroglial cells by determining the density of BrdU ? cells that co-labeled with the glial marker GFAP in the previously defined DG subregions (Fig. 3c , Supp. Figure 5 ). Whole dorsal DG analysis revealed a significant decrease in the number of GFAP ? BrdU ? newborn astroglial cells after uCMS exposure (P = 0.0461, Fig. 3c ; Tables 1, 2) . However, and contrarily to its effect in the survival of newly born neurons, exposure to uCMS did not significantly impact in the survival of adult-born astroglial cells in any of the DG subregions compared to CTRL animals (P [ 0.1, Fig. 3c ).
An overview of the distribution of different cell populations throughout the dorsal DG subregions, as well as the uCMS-induced alterations are summarized in Fig. 3d-g and Table 3 .
Discussion
In the adult rat hippocampal DG, a large number of new neurons and glial cells are continuously generated, however, within 4 weeks after birth, only a fraction (20-40%) survives and is able to functionally integrate the pre-existing networks (Cameron and McKay 2001; Dayer et al. 2003) . Adult-born neurons, in particular those generated in the dorsal DG, have been implicated in diverse cognitive functions, including memory formation (Shors et al. 2001) and pattern separation Kheirbek et al. 2012) . Less well understood is the role of adult-born astrocytes. Since the hippocampus is viewed as a functionally heterogeneous structure with a well-demarked longitudinal axis, studies have lately focused on the relevance of the generation of new cells in the dorsal and ventral hippocampus, two anatomically and physiologically distinct subregions (Fanselow and Dong 2010) . However, few pieces of evidence have addressed this topic along the transverse axis of the DG. In the present work, we have focused on the dorsal part of the hippocampal DG, to assess the gradients of proliferation and cell survival across its transverse axis, in basal conditions and after chronic stress exposure.
In basal conditions, and similarly to previous studies (Ambrogini et al. 2000; Dranovsky et al. 2011; Jinno 2011; Kempermann et al. 2003; Ramirez-Amaya et al. 2006 ), we observed a slightly increased survival of adult-born neurons and astroglial cells in the DG suprapyramidal blade. This regional preference could result from distinct microenvironments in both subregions, which may favor the survival of adult-born cells in the suprapyramidal portion versus the infrapyramidal blade. Interestingly, cells in the suprapyramidal blade show greater experience-related neuronal activity in the water maze (Snyder et al. 2009b) or following exploration of a novel environment (Chawla et al. 2005; Pace et al. 2005; Satvat et al. 2012; Snyder et al. 2009b; VanElzakker et al. 2008) . Contrastingly, others have observed increased cell proliferation (Olariu et al. 2007; Snyder et al. 2009b ) and survival (Choi et al. 2007) in the infrapyramidal blade. In those studies, BrdU was used to assess fast-proliferating cells instead of Ki-67 (Olariu et al. 2007; Snyder et al. 2009b) or the BrdU injection paradigm for survival was different from the one performed here (Choi et al. 2007) , possibly accounting for the distinct results.
Granule neurons from the suprapyramidal blade present increased dendritic length, more dendritic segments, wider dendritic spreads (Claiborne et al. 1990 ) and increased spine density (Desmond and Levy 1985) compared to the infrapyramidal blade [reviewed by (Rahimi and Claiborne 2007) ]. Taken together, this indicates that granule neurons in the suprapyramidal portion receive more synaptic afferent contacts. The morphological and physiological differences between the supra-and infrapyramidal blades, and the regional preferences described herein, suggest that Data are presented as mean ± SEM they contribute differently to specific behaviors. Moreover, these specificities may have major implications, namely for cell-specific targeting in optogenetic manipulations and electrophysiology studies. In line with previous studies showing that stress impacts on hippocampal proliferation and neuronal and glial cells survival (Bessa et al. 2009; Egeland et al. 2015; MateusPinheiro et al. 2013a, b) , we observed that chronic stress impacted the ongoing proliferation of neural progenitor cells and the survival of both 4-week old neurons and glial cells.
There are critical periods for the survival of adult-born neurons along the neurogenic process; early, when cells become post-mitotic (late phase of DCX expression), and later, following the integration when newborn neurons present increased synaptic plasticity (Ge et al. 2007 ). Thus, it is plausible that deleterious stimuli, including chronic stress, during these specific stages of the neurogenic process have important behavioral repercussions. Specifically at 4 weeks of age, when the projections of the DG to the CA3 area become stable, neurons are particularly important for retrieval of hippocampal memory (Gu et al. 2012; Mateus-Pinheiro et al. 2013b) . Whether cells at this developmental stage are particularly sensitive to the effects of chronic stress remains to be determined. Our results highlight the importance of tackling different stages of the neurogenic period to assess their specific contribution for brain physiology and behavior.
When discriminating the effects of uCMS along the transverse axis of the DG, we found that uCMS decreased the number of proliferating cells to a similar extent in all considered regions. Noticeably, chronic stress exposure impacted specifically in adult-born neurons survival at the suprapyramidal blade. On the other hand, uCMS exposure did not specifically impact on the survival of glial cells in this subregion, which may be attributed to the small number of newborn astrocytes and the relatively small sample size. The preferential impact of chronic stress on the survival of adult-born neurons in the suprapyramidal blades is in line with previous findings showing a specific increased activation (Fos expression) of the granule neurons in the suprapyramidal blade after restraint stress (Chowdhury et al. 2000; Fevurly and Spencer 2004) ; interestingly, activation of the suprapyramidal blade was reduced in adrenalectomized rats (Fevurly and Spencer 2004) . In contrast, a previous work in mice reported that chronic stress decreased the number of immature DCX ? neurons specifically in the infrapyramidal blade, but not of 3-week old BrdU ? cells (Kanatsou et al. 2015) . Of note, the magnitude and maturation dynamics of adult hippocampal cytogenesis are different between rats and mice, probably accounting for these apparently divergent observations (Snyder et al. 2009a ). The specific vulnerability of adult-born neurons in the suprapyramidal blade to the deleterious effects of chronic stress could result from several factors. Importantly, the region-specific effects of uCMS on the survival of adult-born neurons are not solely dependent of the elevation of corticosterone levels, as the chronic administration of corticosterone shown in this study does not alter the number of surviving adult-born neurons. A distinct expression profile of glucocorticoid (GR), mineralocorticoid (MR) receptors, neurotransmitters receptors, and neurotrophic factors and their receptors along the transverse axis (Toyoda et al. 2014 ) may at least partly explain this regional-specific susceptibility to chronic stress. Although originated from identical progenitor cells, possible differences in adult-born neurons at infra-and suprapyramidal layers may arise from their specific network circuitry. Indeed, the suprapyramidal blade receives twice as many projections from subcortical regions as the infrapyramidal blade; these subcortical regions include the septal nucleus, locus coeruleus, raphe nucleus and the supramammilary nucleus (Schmidt et al. 2012; Wyss et al. 1979) . In particular, the supramammilary nucleus is an important pacemaker of hippocampal theta rhythms (Kocsis and Vertes 1997; Vinogradova 1995) . These are selectively present during exploratory behavior and REM sleep, and assumed to serve a critical role in memory and navigation (Buzsaki and Moser 2013; O'Keefe and Nadel 1978) , two of the behavioral domains affected by this chronic stress exposure paradigm.
Altogether, in the present study, we found that the generation of new cells in the adult hippocampus is not uniform along the transverse axis of the septal DG. Moreover, chronic stress was shown to decrease the survival of adult-born neurons, but not glial cells, specifically in the suprapyramidal blade, which may relate to the cognitive deficits observed in these animals.
Similarly, to the well-described functional differences between the dorsal and the ventral DG (Kheirbek et al. 2013; Kheirbek and Hen 2011; Wu et al. 2015) , as well as the proposed distinct contributions levels of neurogenesis along this septotemporal axis [both in basal conditions (Snyder et al. 2009b) or after chronic stress (Brummelte and Galea 2010; Jayatissa et al. 2006; Tanti et al. 2012 )], we suggest that, in light of the present work, upcoming studies targeting the processes of adult hippocampal neurogenesis and astrogliogenesis should consider the dissociation of the DG into their supra-and infrapyramidal blades. Conflict of interest The authors declare no conflicts of interest.
